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is often told from 
the perspective of its indispensable and heroic role 
in the CIA’s clandestine operations. In pursuing 
legislation for federal recognition of Air Americans, 
we realized that these operational histories offered 
no satisfactory explanation of how Air Americans 
ended up without the federal retirement credit they 
earned under the   law in their day. Researching 
primary source documents declassified by the U.S. 
Government, we found answers in the CIA’s 
administration of Air America, the personalities 
involved, the challenges of maintaining both covert 
operations and an overt multinational enterprise, 
and the challenges of dealing with Congress. We 
studied documents regarding the role Air America 
played beyond just the CIA---its activities a matter 
of constant concern at the highest echelons of the 
U.S. Government—the National Security Council (the 
“40 Committee”)—under four U.S. Presidents. 

Much of the administrative story of Air America can 
now be told based on the declassified documents 
released pursuant to the Declassification Act of 
2000 and the CIA’s upload of over 12 million pages 
from its CREST system to the CIA Website in January 
2017. Access to these previously unavailable or 
inaccessible documents, together with our unique 
knowledge of Air America and CIA administrative 
personnel and their activities in the operating years, 
has allowed us to piece together the evolution of the 
CIA’s position with respect to retirement credit 
from the earliest years of CAT to the dissolution of 
Air America to the present day.  

An aged figure with a scroll and closed book 
imparting the knowledge of past generations 

"stares down the corridors of time." 

The words on the base enjoin, 
"Study the Past." 

 seeks to promote an accurate and well-

documented history that deserves to be told truthfully to future generations. 
The Association will continue to apply its accumulated knowledge in support 
of Congressional legislation to grant federal retirement credit to those who 
so valiantly served our country. 

: CIA CREST: 25 –Year Program Archive; Department of State, Office of the Historian; Center for Air 

Force History; U.S. Congressional Record Collection, Green Library, Stanford University; Presidential Libraries 
of John F. Kennedy, Lyndon B. Johnson, Richard M. Nixon, and Gerald R. Ford; Air America/CIA Corporate 
Records, University of Texas, Dallas; Texas Tech University, Vietnam Center & Archive; Air America employee 
personal files. 

: The Air America Association thanks the Public Interest Declassification Board of the 

National Archives for its work in support of the Declassification Act of 2000, and the CIA today for its 
diligence in uploading the CREST system to the CIA Website. 
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show that the NSC deemed Air America essential to SAR missions 

throughout Southeast Asia, but required they have sole responsibility for SARs in Laos. The CIA 
was not involved in this aspect of Air America’s work; DOD provided aircraft and training; the 
Ambassador was placed in charge and took direction from the NSC through the Secretary of State. 
Documents now publicly available undo the “volunteer in the sky” theory the CIA put forward for 
the first time in 2009: 

 

 

 what Air America was assigned to do, not well 
meaning Air America employees and often times, not the CIA. This was in fact the way the U.S. 

Government chose to run the War. Declassified documents confirm the more accurate reflection 
in 2009 of Col. Craig Duehring, USAF Raven (Forward Air Controller): 

 
“Of course anyone who flew in 
that area knew that the primary 
rescue source was not the Air 
Force but Air America, simply 
because they were usually close 
by. All of us had your frequency 
set in our radios. When a plane 
went down, there was a call to 
Cricket and a call to Air America.  

 
Time and time again, you guys 
dashed out into the unknown and 
saved American lives. After one 
rescue, this time of a Raven…”. 

 

AUGUST 1964 

 

13 MAY 1965   

“Air America crews were not required to monitor military emergency calls, fly to 
the location of military personnel in distress, or place their lives at risk of enemy 
ground-fire and possible capture. They received no extra compensation for rescue 
work and sometimes lost wages for their efforts. However, in their flying community 
it was enough to know that a downed aviator was in trouble and that airmen 
should always  come to the aid of other airmen. It was simply the Airmen’s Bond.” 



show that compensation was not determined by “corporate 

employees”; it was set by the U.S. Government and overseen by the CIA. For pilots, the CIA 
adhered to the wage schedule of U.S. forces and “established procedures” for hazard pay. For all 
others, the Agency followed the Classification Act of 1949 as required of all wholly owned 
Government corporations, aligning salaries with GS ratings. Compensation of higher paid Air 
Americans was restricted so as not to exceed that of CIA employees of comparable position in 
the same locality. 

29 JUL 2011 

UNDERSTANDING THE PREVAILING PRACTICES AT THE TIME: 

by the employees was a contract with an entity of the U.S. Government 

whose prevailing practices included the provision of federal retirement credit to accompany the 
Government control over employee compensation. 

17 MAY 1963 

24 DEC 1967 

2 JAN 1968 

15 JUN 1968 

“We honor and respect their service and sacrifice, including 98 US citizens who died in action. It is 
clear from the history of Air America that its employees, both American and foreign nationals, went 
consistently beyond the call of duty.  However, that duty and its compensation were consistent---and 
fair---with the contract signed by the employees and with the prevailing practices at the time.” 



Congress allowed the CIA its own retirement plan (CIARDS, 1964–84) for certain employees, more 
advantageous than Civil Service retirement. The qualifications emphasized overseas work, hazardous 
conditions, or the need to maintain cover, a description that closely matched the work of Air 
Americans. The CIA also acknowledged that “voluntary savings plans” such as its 1970 Voluntary 
Investment Plan (VIP) or the 1962 “Air America Retirement Plan”, were supplementary only, not an 
authorized or adequate replacement for CIARDS or Civil Service credit. Later, the Agency again 
considered approaching Congress with a “Single System under DCI Authority” in 1986, with the same 
justifications that had underpinned CIARDS. 

1 JAN 1986 

23 NOV 1977 

The CIA Retirement Board was set up to review individual employee eligibility for premium retirement 
pay under CIARDS. Every Air American seeking civil service credit today met the qualifications the CIA 
had presented to Congress to justify premium credit. Most of the Board’s deliberations involved CIA 
personnel with insufficient overseas service, who were being considered based on the alternative of 
“domestic qualifying service”. The Board selected the greatest number of employees from the 
Directorates of Operations and Administration. Those selected from Administration provided 
“support” to CIA proprietary activities from Washington (communications, finance, logistics, 
personnel).  Declassified documents show that the CIA included an Air American as well as other 
proprietary employees in CIARDS. 
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 show that the CIA officially appointed CAT/AAM pilots to federal 

service in 1956 contrary to the later narrative. The CIA administered Air America with the 
understanding that the employees were federal employees. CIA leadership recognized that the 
Agency was not exempt from federal retirement law or from the Classification Act with respect 
to compensation, and that Congress was not amenable to semantic distinctions between “staff” 
and “proprietary” employees when it came to employment law. Early CIA leaders felt a moral 
responsibility for the retirement security of all CIA personnel, including proprietary employees. 
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“Watts is not an “employee” for purposes of the civil service system.” 

Watts v. Office of Personnel Management, 814 F.2d 1576, 1580 (Fed. Cir. 1987) 



 

 

 was a secret the CIA protected 

unfailingly, but declassified documents show that in 1973, the Agency found it necessary to reveal 
the secret to the Renegotiation Board, the federal agency charged with ferreting out “excessive 
profits” in contracts between the U.S. Government and private contractors. The Board sought to 
review Air America/DOD contracts dating back to 1966. To avoid this burdensome review and 
the risk of disadvantageous revelations, the CIA revealed that Air America was not a private 
contractor; it was “in fact the U.S. Government” and that any “excess profits” would accrue to the 
benefit of the United States. Ultimately, the Congressional appropriations process mandated that 
Air America’s retained earnings of $25 million be returned to the miscellaneous fund of the US 
Treasury and that 60% of the total be deposited into the Civil Service Retirement Fund. Still, the 
CIA kept the critical fact of the true federal status of Air America from Congress and the CSC to 
the detriment of retirement claims.  The court decisions against Air America employees did not 
take into account that both Air America and the CIA were synonymous with “the U.S. 
Government”, rendering the multi-party rationale of their decisions “somewhat ridiculous.”
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“Some officials of Air America were also CIA agents… Here, however, the record 
shows only that the officials with whom Bevans dealt in arranging for his 
employment, including those who were both Air America officials and CIA, acted 
for Air America.” 

Bevans v. Office of Personnel Management, 900 F.2d 1558, 1561 (Fed. Cir. 1990) 



 

 

Declassified documents show that only after the dissolution of Air America and the retirement of 
longtime CIA General Counsels Lawrence Houston (1973) and John Warner (April 1976) did the CIA 
publicize opposition to Air America retirement credit. On April 29, 1976, in response to a CSC inquiry, 
Acting General Counsel John Morrison (April - June 1976) responded with now patently inaccurate 
statements.  His assertions were contradicted in 1978 by Assistant General Counsel James Harris who 
exposed the fact that it was only the need for secrecy, though rapidly waning, and not any defect in 
their federal status, that was blocking Air Americans from receiving the retirement credit they earned. 
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“BIG GEORGE PINEAPPLE GIVES ME A FEW MOMENTS EACH DAY 
TO ITERATE HIS CONCERN ABOUT (a) reduced profits, (b) 
increased accidents due to “boobery”, and (c) his certainty 
that “lax management” is behind all our in-house problems. 
This is sprinkled with condemnations of the customers who 
“simply want to rush out and do something – anything”, 
especially by personnel without his experience, etc. He is 
devoutly conscious of the cost of a Xerox copy and a box of 
paper clips, but says little about the  (for instance) $1100 
phone bills for May, used up in two calls to TPE. But honestly, 
it is fun as long as you don’t take his fulminations too 
seriously, or let him get to you too often. Oh well, “le plus 

change, le plus le meme chose,” as we said in WWI.” 



“In the case of Air America, Inc, 
it would have been virtually 
impossible to preserve the cover 
story had all corporate 
employees been advised they 
were really employees of the 
United States Government.”

James M. Harris 
Former CIA Assistant General 

Counsel

Air America Association  www.Air-America.org

“We overdid it some ways… I 
think in some of our dealings 
with other [US Government] 
agencies, we overdid the secrecy 
bit. We should have been 
forthcoming...”

John Warner 
Former CIA General Counsel




